Tidy Up!

Tidy up, tidy up put away the lego and the big duplo
Tidy up, tidy up here comes the teacher so don’t be slow
Make the classroom look nice and neat
Make sure your shoes are on your feet
Tidy up, tidy up, tidy up your class today

Tidy up, tidy up, put away the pencils in the pencil pot
Tidy up, tidy up, tidy up the tables now and don’t you stop
Put everything back in its place
You will put a smile on your teacher’s face
So tidy up, tidy up, tidy up your class today

Tidy up, tidy up, don’t forget your coat and your PE kit
Tidy up, tidy up, everyone in the class must do their bit
Put all the paper in the paper bin, remember to do the recycling!
Tidy up, tidy up

[slowly] when… everything… is… tidy… we… can… ALL GO HOME!